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Disclaimer: Century Yuasa Batteries Pty Ltd has compiled the data appearing in this guide from a variety of sources, including automobile manufacturer and unpublished 

information sources. Although the company believes these sources to be generally reliable, corroboration for some of the data has been either impossible or impractical 

to obtain. The company believes that the data presented is generally accurate for the purpose for which it is presented, however expressly disclaims any representation or 

warranty, expressed or implied, concerning the data or recommendations, and in no event shall be liable for loss or damage claimed to have arisen as a result of this guide.

For more information and to request a brochure contact your Century Batteries specialist 
on 1300 362 287 or visit www.centurybatteries.com.au
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Queensland
37-65 Cobalt Street

Carole Park QLD 4300

FAX: 07 3361 6705

New South Wales
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FAX: 02 9754 9213
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South Australia
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Royal Park, SA 5014
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FAX: 08 9475 8905
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Unit 3, 9 Farley Street

Derwent Park

Hobart, TAS 7009

FAX: 03 6272 2519

For more information on the complete range of stored energy solutions 
available from Century Batteries, our product range brochures are an 
excellent reference tool and source of information.
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The latest in small engine starting technology incorporating 
advanced design features and robust internal components to 

deliver reliable starting power in constant stop start applications. 
Specialist durable battery plates help reduce gassing, water loss 

and self discharge to enhance battery life.

Product Range

Lawn and Garden

Your Complete Power Solutions Provider

Save Fuel and Cut Emissions with Century 

SmartDriveTM  

Batteries

Century Batteries is Australia’s oldest and most recognised battery manufacturer 

with a history of designing, manufacturing and supplying batteries in Australia 

since 1928. In this time, we have developed the engineering expertise and state of 

the art manufacturing processes to produce a range of superior quality batteries 

better suited to Australia’s hotter climate and harsh conditions.

From our state of the art manufacturing facility located in Queensland, we 

produce and supply an extensive a range of Low Maintenance and Maintenance 

Free batteries suitable for use in a diverse range of applications including:-

Our product range includes one of the most extensive product ranges and technically advanced 
products available in the battery industry.
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Incorporating revolutionary SmartDriveTM technology, 

these environmentally friendly batteries work in 

conjunction with a vehicles’ Regulated Charge Control 

(RCC) system to reduce fuel consumption and cut 

vehicle emissions by up to 2%. 

Suitable for use in all petrol, diesel & gas powered 

vehicles, SmartDriveTM batteries can be used in all 

vehicles including those with standard charging systems 

as they deliver superior starting power and will not affect 

vehicle performance or reliability.

insist on a battery featuring 

Century’s new range of lead acid batteries can aid the reduction of fuel consumption and 
emissions for the latest generation of motor vehicles.

Manufactured using some of the toughest internal components 
and materials available in the battery industry, Century Heavy 

Equipment batteries have the strength and durability to provide 
superior starting power, enhanced vibration resistance and 

dependable performance in extreme operating conditions and 
harsh working environments.

Heavy Equipment

The longer life battery, designed and 
manufactured in Australia to better suit 

our conditions. Century Ultra Hi and 
Hi Performance batteries incorporate 
industry leading design features and 

engineering advancements to provide 
ultra reliability and longer life.

4WD batteries built tough using incredibly 
strong internal components, thicker 

battery plates, puncture resistant 
separators, and exclusive Platelock 

adhesives to provide superior vibration 
and impact resistance deliver superior 

starting power and extra reserve capacity.

A range of Heavy Duty batteries designed 
to meet the performance and specialised 
fi tment needs of European and imported 

vehicles. Calcium Alloy technology 
delivers reliable starting power and 

dependable performance.

Passenger Vehicles European & Popular Imports 4WD Vehicles

Truck & Light Commercial
The ultimate in marine battery performance 
- made for boats just boats. Manufactured 

using thicker battery plates, denser 
active material, extremely robust internal 

components and Century’s exclusive 
PlatelockTM technology to combat 

wave pounding, engine vibration and 
transportation by trailer.

Designed for more than just starting power, 
these batteries are able to sustain constant 

current loads for on-board accessories. 
Thicker, durable components provide 

improved corrosion resistance and longer 
battery life to deliver what drivers and fl eet 
managers really want – ultra reliability with 

less down time.

A comprehensive selection of Flooded, 
AGM and Gel products manufactured 

using the toughest internal lead 
components in the industry and advanced 

design features to deliver long lasting, 
dependable deep cycle power.
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